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Admi - -statio
A calorimeter has been developed under this study to help meet the
needs of accurate performance monitoring of electrically or mechanically
actuoted flame and gas producing devices, such as squib-type initiators.
A ten cubic centimeter "closed bomb"' (closed volume) calorimeter was
designed to provide a standord pressure trace and to measure a nominal 50
calorie output, using~ the basic components of a Parr Model 1411 calorimet r.
Two prototype bombs were fabricated, pressure tested to 2600 psi , an
extensively evalvated. The system water equ~ivalent was measured as 284
cal/C0 . Monitoring of temperatures to + 0.001 CO was found to be feasibl
1:easurement~s of 50 calories to, an accuricy of + 1 calorie are eas-1 ly ob-
tainable. Greater accuracy is possible with appropriate attention to
details of technique. A cyclying time (or time at complete the test of
one iiiit 4atcr) or one h~our was 'deemed feasible.J
C#libration was accomplished using electrical heating of a resistor
-In the botob by cimpaeritor discharge and by constant current. Problems
associoted with measuring small quantities of heat are discussied includinj
the effects of room temperature, stirring$ bearing friction. %tirrar belt
tension, initial stabilizationi period and othet's. Actual initiator% werv
not tested.
Calibration data subsequently obtained by the Harry Diamond4
Laturatorle& using this apparatus is included in an appendix.
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SUMMARY
A calorimeter has been developed under this study to help meet
the needs of accurate performance monitoring of electrically or
mechanically actuated flame and gas producing devices, such as
squib-type initiators. A ten cubic centimeter "closed bomb"
(closed volume) calorimeter was designed to provide a standard
pressure trace and to measure a nominal 50 calorie output, using
the basic components of a Parr Model 1411 calorimeter.
Two prototype bombs wore fabricated, pressure tested to 2600
psi, and extunsively evaluated. Tne system water equivalent was
measured as ?84 cal/C 0 , Monitoring of temperatures to + 0.001 C0
was found to be feasible. Measurements of 50 calories to an
accuracy of + I calorie are easily obtainable. Greater accuracy
'is possiole with appropriate attention to details of technique.
A cycling time (or time to complete the test of one initiator) of
one hour was deemed feasible.
C{alibration whs accomplished using electrical heating of a
resist~r In the bomb by capacitor discharge and by constant
current. Problems associated with measuring small quantities of
heat are discussed including the effects of room temperature,
stirring, bearing friction, stirrer belt tension, initial stabili-
zation period and others. Actual initiator, were not tested.
Calibration data subsequently obtained by the Harry Diamond
Laborator 4 es using this apparatus is included in an appendix.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The need often arises for accurate measurements of the eutput
performance of a variety of electricaily or mechanically actuated
flame and gas-producing devices, such as squib-type initiators.
Examples of these needs are quality control during manufacture, lot
acceptance testing, determining the effects of environments, and
obtaining design information for use of the device in subsequent
systems. The most commonly used performance monitoring standard
relies solely on measuring the pressure produced in a ten cubic
centimeter "closed bomb" (closed volume). 1  Some separate attempts
have been made to measure the caloric output of these flame and gas-
producing devices, but since their output is often in the order of
50 calories, accuracy has been lacking with existing apparatus.
The purpose of this study was to develop a ten cubic centimeter
closed bomb calorimeter, providing a precise heat energy measurement,
as well as the standard pressure trace.
1.1 The Scope of Work (Quoted in part from the contract document.)
Make a theoretical analysis of the feasibility of using a
modified No. 1411 heat powder calorimeter with the specifications
outlined below for measuring the heat output of Apollo standard
J initiators. If the analysis shows that the No. 1411 calorimeter
is not suitable, consider using a copper-block type calorimeter.
After the theoretical analysis is complete, design and build
a calorimeter with the following specifications to measure the
heat output of standard Apollo initiators:
(1) Precision within +5 cal with a 50 cal. input.
(2) Withstand peak pressure of 650 psi generated
as an impulse in about 1 ms or less (subse-
quently raised to 3000 psi static pressure byHOL).
Bement, Laurence J.: "Monitoring of Explosive/Pyrotechnic Performance".
Presented at the Seventh Symposium of Explosives and Pyrotechnics
(Philadelphia, Penn.) September 8-9, 1972.
(3) internal volume of calorimeter must be 10 cc
and shape must duplicate initiator tester
now used by NASA.
(4) Calorimeter must contain one and preferably
two pressure transducers with output cables.
(Transducers will be furnished by NASA and
no pressure measurements will be made by
contractor).
(5) Calorimeter must be reusable for at least
1000 tests.
(6) Recycle time must be less than 1 hour.
Calibrate calorimeter using a known electrical input and deter-
mine precision calculated for 95% of all values at a 90% confidence
level. Summarize details of analyses, design, calibration, and
evaluation of the calorimeter in a summary report.
1.2 Background Work
Bomb calorimetry is a well known field having techniques
stendardized over the years. Such techniques have been utilized to
measure the heat output of heat powders by the Harry Diamond Labora-
tories (HDL).2 Customarily several hundred to several thousand
calories are generated so that calorimeters having water equivalents
of several hundred cal/C° will experience temperature rises of about
a degree or more. Mercury in glass thermometers provide a tempera-
ture measurement accuracy of about + 0.010 C.
A frequently used calorimeter for heat powder measurements is
the Parr Model 141l3, which was suggested by HDL for this investi-
gation. This apparatus was loaned to VMIRL for these studies. A
bomb was designed to comply with the requirements of the Scope of
Work, and also to be compatible with the vacuum flask which is a
standard component of the Model 1411.
2 Comyn, Raymond H.; and Marcus, Ira T.: Summary of Heat Powder
Calorimetry. Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories TR-862, August
1960.
3 Parr Instrument Co., 211 Fifty-Third St., Moline, Illinois 61265
3The chief problem was the measurement ,:echnique for detecting
a temoerature rise with 4n accurtcy of a few thousa'.dths of a
degree. This was rnecessitated by the requirement to measure 50
ca'orics using a metal bolO havirg a mass of several hundred grams
(in order to meet the volume and preciure requirements) plus
several hundred grams of water necessary to coer the bomb, stirrer
and tempersture detector.
Several problems were asso.z, -vit, t~ e design of the bomb
to meet the small volume requireN-'.. at P ta,,,t ,treisure of 3000
psi and to maintair a part•, d;,. %. ,• , res-ure port for
the transducer.
42. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
The use of well designed, "off the shelf" components already
tested In various uses is an obvious advontage. To assess the
feasibility of using a Parr Model 1411 Calorimeter, a theoretical
analysis was performed on the quantities of heat absorbed by each
of the components to see if the required precision of measurement
was possible.
Althoualh this model is designed to be used with 450 gm of
water, it was found possible to use 250 gm and still cover the
proposed bomb for the initiator.
A summary of representative values will give the reader a
better understanding of the precision of measurement needed.
Assume:
1. 200 gm of stainless steel bomb of specific
heat 0.1 r.al/gm CO.
2. 250 gm of water, to cover the bomb with
adequate depth for stirring.
3. 54 calories generated by the initiator.
Find: The temperature rise which results.
Sol~utin: Q = [(mc)bomb + (mc)water] T
54 = [(200 x 0.1) + (2bO x 1)] AT
AT -54 54 . 0.20 Co
AT 20+250 27•70
Precision Required: For the + 10% precision called
for in the Scope of Work the value of AT must
be 0.2 C,• + 10% or better. This is 0.20 + .02 CV.
While the above precision is within the limits of a mercury in
glass thermometer, it is clearly not as satisfactory as could be
desired. The quartz Crystal thermometer (such as the Hewlett
Packard Model 2801 A) has an absolute accuracy of + 0.OG2 °C when
properly calibrated and corrected. For differential measurements,
particularly where the differential is small, its accurac;y in
measuring AT is better, certainly + 0.001 CO. For a AT of 0.20 CO
this is a precision of 1 in 200 or 1/2%.
Precision of Other Coi. o.nnts
The mass of woter used can cortainly be measured by an
analytical balance to less than 1 gm in 250 yielding a precision
of less than 1/2% In fact a volumetric pipette could suffice
for this purpose. The precision of the water equivalent romaini
be determined. However. repeated calibration run, should givq
itt .luu to a few percent or less.
On '.. basis of the above considerations, the Parr Model 1411
was deemed ',iate for the project and a specific bomb 'design was
begun to fit th. 'cuum flask which was a component jf this model
of calorimeter. Thv :.-ror analysis in Appendix A gives specific
sample values taken fro,.. -tual data and provides a more exact
evaluation of the precistoi,.-! each part of the measurement.
'i,
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3. some OESIGN
the following criteria were considered in the design:
1. An internal volume of 10.0 * 0.6 cc
including transducer port.
2. Withstand 3000 psi to account for any
isnatiticipated transient prassures.
3. Ease of Interchange Letweon initittors
and calibration devices with s minimum
change of mass which would affect the
water equivalent.
4. Ease of cleaning •fter each test.
5. Minimization of the water eqivalent by
minimizing the total rass and the height
which muft oo covered by water.
6. Minimization ,f wall thickness to reduce
thermal gradients.
7. Adequate space beoide and/or above tne
bomb for hanoer, stirrer, teompercture
detector(s) and *.tectr1¢ul leads for the
pressu*e transducer' and for firing tt.e
Initiator, or celbrktion.
8. Compatibility with the vacuumr0 flosk of the
Parr Model 1411 Calorimeter.
Fig. 1 Is a photograph of the bomb parts. An assembly drawing
and detail drAwings of each part are shown In Appendix B. Two
prototypes were fabricated from thosq droawlng and were designot~d
Model 1 aod Model 2, with components stamped with a "I" or ." to
facilitate 1dentifi.cation. Mosses in grams are as follows (nomen-
clature is that found on the detail drawing):
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Cup w/Pressure Fitting and 105.0387 gins 105.0315 gins
leflan Tape
Nut 50.3210 50.3012 J
Cap w/Teflor Gasket 24.6547 24.6668
Plug w/'alibratien Resistor, _. A-1714
Connector, and O-Ring
templete Assembly Total 188.2172 188.2722
Transducer ,/c.opper and brass 15.6092 guW
washnrx t
I!itixtor after firing (av.; of 4) 12.2730
The two moaels differ In total mass by 0.03% for an average
mass as fullOw%:
Bomb w/calibration olig and vesljttr 188.2 gi)
Bomb w/calibration, plug, resistor and
presfure trantd4er 203.8
okomb w/spen: 1nmtiator anG pressure
transducer but w/o calibration plug and 207.9
resistor
The imnitiator, *,ýalibration resistor plug and transducer each
have mating electrical connectors which are partially or totally
below the water. The masces of tnese are small and have no. been
Included.
Sli$ht. modificationi to the Parr Model 1411 Calorimeter were
necess6ry. These included an extension of th6 stirrer shaft and
bomb support, removal of the thermometer support rod and fabrication I
of a cover clamp for the electronic thermometer probes. These
modifications are detailed in Appendix C.
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94. CALIBPATION METHODS
It is desirable to provide more than one calibration method as
a verification of the technique and measuring apnaratus used. In
this case the methods considered were heat nowder and resistive
hqating from two sources, one from a capacitor discharing through
a resistor and one from constant voltage.
4.1 Heat Powder
Heat powders are presently available from the National Bureau
of Standards with certified values in the nominal region of 400
calories/gm. These require ignition by hot wire and are susceptible
to incomplete combustion when used 'in small quantities unless the
sample is well confined, For 50 calories the sample would be 1/8 gm
and while larger quantities cou'ld be ustc, the calibration for very
large qu~ntities of heat could differ from the calibration for 50
calories.
In addition, there are problems of having the sample adequately
dried, weighed, and ignited in an inert atmosphere. Results depend
somewhat on the pressure of this atmosphere. Moderate safety pre-
cautions are necessary in handling and results may be somewhat
variable in the hands of persons not familiar with heat powders.
4. ýL2 ... ac tan ce Dischc hae
To store 50 calories or 210 joules of energy in a capacitor
reqUires either high capacitance values or large charging voltages.
At abou~t 100 volts a capacitance of about 42,000 microfarads is
required. Such capacitances are avalable only in electrolytic
type capacitnrs unless many irdiý 'diu~l units of arnother type are
assembled in parallel.
Unfortunately electrolytic capacitors exhibit dielectric
absorption, a phenomenon whic:h is characterized by the recovery of
a voltage across the plates 'ollowing discharge. An alternative
explanation is that the apparent capacitance i5 not constant with
voltage during discharge as In an ideal capacitor but instead the
capacitance increases and the plot of charge vs voltage is non-
linear. Therefore the energy stored is not given by CV2 /2 as is
true for an ideal capacitor.
Ki ._• !
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This method was extensively investigated InCludihv t'he VSe of
larger capacitors than necessary so that they might be only partially
discharged. To onliilnie the d13lertric absorption effects, two
capacitors in parallel of total value 0.084 farads were discharged g
from 100 volts to 70 vnlts and, although the vNriation of capacitance
over this range was sufficiently small, the voltage recovery near 70
volts amounted to 1.5 to 2.2 volts. This made it difficult to com-
pute the energy actually supplied to the resistor as heat. The
resistor used was 300 ohms giving an electrical time constant, RC,
of 25 seconds.- The peak current was then 1/3 ampere with a peak
power of 33 watts. Other considerations are included in Sec. 4.3.
This method was Gompared with that using a constant voltage
and the two energies so generated would agree quite well if the
final voltage, at the end of the discharge near 70 volts, was
taken 15 to 25 minutes following the discharge. That is, the final f
voltage used in the energy calculation should be that taken some
time after the discharge has ceased and the capacitor has had a
chance to recover. This makes this method somewhat impractical and
uncertain but, with proper care on the part of the personnel using
it, it can be a secondary or backup calibration procedure. (See
Appendix D.)
4.3 Joule Heating (Rl 2 t)
A constant voltage applied for a known time to a resistor of
sufficient wattage rating to prevent excessive heating, results in
a conversion of electrical erergy to heat which can be accurately
measured. A nominal 300 ohm, 5 watt resistor was selected for the
following reasons:
a) Reasonable voltages could be applied to generate
the needed heat in about one minu'te.
b) Its pnysical size was the l&rgest which would
fit in.;ide the bomb and pass Through th2i 3/8"
hole in the cap.
c) Its resistance is high enough to make contact
resistance negligible ;althoijgh a currection
should be made for the small diameter connecting
lead.
LL ~ -- -
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Immersion of the resistor in water inside the bomb appreciably
improves the heat trdnsfer and assures that the temperature rise
at all times is too small to change tte resistance as much as A.05%,
The resistor must be sprayed with acrylic to prevent electrolytic
action between its leads and the water. Various alternatives are
available in calculating the energy; VIt, RI 2 t or V2 t/R. In
aJdition to time, it is necessary to measure two of the three
quantities; resistance, voltage, and current. It was decided here
to measure thq resistance with a Wheatstone bridge and to obtain
the current by reading the voltage across a high precision 10 ohm
resistor in series with the bomb calibrating resistor, The
decision to use I rather than V was based on the following:
a) If V were measured It must be taken to include the
drop in the leads and then corrected whereas the
current is the same at all points.
b) The Wheats ine bridge permits a measurement of the
resistance of the 10 ohm precision resistor and the
300 ohm bomb resistors before and after a run as a
check. No measurements red be taken durina the
run except the voltage across the 10 ohm resistor.
c) The voltage across the 10 ohm resistor is nominally
1 volt (I = 0.1 Amp = 30 volts/300 ohms). This is
readily measured to four digits with a digital
voltmeter to an accuracy of + 1 mv or 0.1%.
A procedure for the calibration is given in Appendix E.
Included in Appendix B is a circuit which permits starting the
electrical timer simultaneously with the Application of a constant
voltage to the bomb calibration resistor. The voltage across the
10 ohm resistor is conveniently read at terminals provided and a
dummy 300 ohm resistor is available for roughly adjusting the
current prior to the run.
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5. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATEID WITH MEPSURING
MINUTE QUAiTITIES OF HEAT
Calorimetry involving large quantities of heat minimizes the
need for highly accurate allowances for stirring energy, transfer
with the surrouncings, Ftirrer bearing friction and the like.
However, in a measurement of 50 calories, effects which might be
ignored or grossly corrected for in the more common' bomb calorimetry
must be reduced and/or made to cancel ou". Hope'ully many of these
can be evaluated. A chief concern in this study was tne identifica-
tion of all the sources of heat generation ard transfer and the
estimation or actual measurement cf values for them.
5.1 The System - Its Parts and Its Surroundings
Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of the system. A nhoto-
graph of its parts is shown in Fig. 3. Temeprature sensors are
located at B and C.
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Heat is generated within the system by conversion from:
a) mechanical energy at D due to bearing and belt
friction, both functions of belt tension
b) mechanical energy at B due to viscous friction
of the stirrer in the calorimeter water
c) electrical energy at B from the power to operate
the pressure transducer which contains an integrated
ci rcui t
d) electrical energy at A during calibration due
to resistive heating
e) chemical energy at A during initiator tests due
to ignition of the initiator
Exchanges with the surrounding room occur through
f) radiation through the various jacket layers
g) conduction through the jacket, along the stirrer
shaft, along the temperature sensing probes or
connecting cables
h) convection effects beneath the cover and outside
the jacket.
Thermal gradients must be established throughout all parts of
the system whenever a change of temperature occurs, i.e., con-
tinuously but very slowly in the uses described here. Whenever
such gradients cease to change, equilibrium has been established. I
In this system the temperature sensors are of such high resolution
that equilibrium is rarely effectively established and one must be
satisfied with near equilibrium or quasi-steady state conditions.
5.2 Non-Tenmperature Dependent Transfers
Items (a) through (e) in Sec. 5.1 constitute transfers which
are temperature independent. Item (L). the bearing friction, is
slightly temperature dependent In that
(1) the bearing temperature increases during operation
thereby producing increased radiation, convection I
and conduction which are temperature dependent !
15
(2) the bearing friction increases with decreasing
ambients due to increased viscosity of the
bearing lubricant.
These effects were believed to be second order effects and were
neglected.
For this general class of traisfers, the rate of heat flow,
dQ/dt, will be designated as dQ/dt = N. A theoretical treatment
of this transfer will be found in Appendix F.
Fig. 4 shows the effect of two of these non-temperature
dependent transfers, a changing belt tension and the transducer
power.
5.3 Temperature Dependent Transfers
Items f, g, and h in Sec. 5.1 constitute transfers which may
be considered proportional to the temperature difference between
the calorimeter water at B and the ambient air surrounding the
jacket at C. Conduction, convection and radiation may all be
represented by a product of a constant and the temperature
difference if that difference is not too large.
For this general class of transfers, the rate of heat flow,
dQ/dt, will be represented by U (TR-T). A theoretical treatment
of this transfer will be found In Appendix F.
If the temperature dependent transfers are made to constitute
losses from the system by making the water temperature, T, larger
than the room temperature, TR, and if such losses can be made to
balance the gains from the non-temperature dependent transfers,
then the net transfer rate, dQ/dt, will be zero and the system will
remain at constant temperature. In practice this is rarely
obtainable, but at least the rate of change of temperature can be
made small.
5.4 Initial Temperature Variations Followirng Assembly
Whene,,er the system is assembled, there follows a period in
which the interior temperature is changing in an attempt to reach
an equilibrium condition. The transient is affected by the stirrer
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action, transducer power, and the initially different temperatures
of water, flask, Jacket, bomb, etc.
Fin. 5 shows the temperature variation for a 93 minute period
following assembly. The shape of this curve depends on the initial
temperature difference between the water and the surrounding air.
In this case that difference waF 1.2 to 1.5 CO. A constant slope
is not reached, in theory, for a very long time. In practice,
the subjective judgement that the slope has become constant depends
on the precision of the temperature measurement and the time
interval of observation. In the figure, constant slope appears to
have been attained after about 76 minutes, the value being 3.3
millidegrees per minute. The temperature difference between inside
ard outside the calorimeter is continually changing since most
laboratory areas are not temperature controlled better than perhaps
+ 0.5 C. over a 15 minute pe-iod.
Such small charges would not ffe..t systems used to .neasure
large quantities of heat. In the case of small quantities,
attenticn must be paid to whether or not the s)ope of the T vs t
curve is changing rapidly enough to prod1ce a measurable effect on
the results o• an eightaen minute initiator test. This is speci-
fically . for in the Operating Procedure in Appendix C.
It wo4 round that if the calorimeter water were 2 to 3 C0
above the surroundings, the slope was close enough tc zero that
it changed very slowly. The waiting period prior to a test co.,ld
then be as short 6s fifteen minutes, just enough time for the
stirring and transducer energies to establish initial heat flow
p '.½s to the room and to accomplish a nearly uniform temperature
between the water, vacuum flask wall, and bomb. Variations in belt
tension will also affect the required temperatjre difference. The
chlef criteria are that the rate of change of temper'ature be small
and relatively constar~t o%*"r the nominal eighteen minute initiator
test pei1od and thet ao" feast fifteen minutes has elapsed since
the stirrirng began.
5.5 Tterq:a1 Time Cronstanti.
, pPica-tioov of a j,,eat sntmefy pulse to a thermal system or a
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sudden temperature change between the interior and exterior of a
system produces a thermal pulse, the effect of w(hich decays slowly
with time. Two specific applications are of interest here:
(a) A change of ambient air surrounding the system
induces a change cf thermal gre.dients affecting
the water temperature.
(b) A heat pulse is supplied to the interior of
the bomb by an initiator or during calibration.
This pulse is subsequently detected as an
increase of water temperature.
Time Constant for Transfer From Water to Surroundings
The entire calorimeter assembly was placed in a freezer at
-17 0 C to -20 0 C. The calorimeter water temperature was monitored
over a five hour period during which it reduced from 240C to 70 C.
A plot of the logarithm of AT/ATmax vs time is shown in Fig. 15
in Appendix F. This semi-log plot yielded a time constant of
8.5 hours.
A value of 9.0 hours for this constant was obtained from
Fig. 14 in Appendix F. The theory relating to these values also
is discussed in this appendix.
The approximate 6% difference between the values is not
important b'it rather the fact that the time constant is quite
long. A nine hour time constant means that it will take nine hours
for 63% of an imposed change in AT between the room and the water
to be observed as a change of water temperature. It takes five
time constants or 45 hour- for 99% of the change -"o be accomplished.
It would therefore appear that the system is well insulated.
This is misleading in that the water temperature sensor detects
changes of I millidegree. It is appropriate here to calculate
how long it should take the water inride the calorimeter t3 change
I millidegree following a change in AT across the calorimeter
insulation of 0.1 C0 (about the limit of stabiVzotion for a well
controlled laboratory).
20
AT - Oax (k-e t
0.001 - 0,1 (1-0,t/-)
t/' 1 0.99
t/ .01
t a .01 x S40 -tinut•v
& 5.4 minutes
In general, for room temperature vaeiations 'iO0 times the temperature
sensor resolution, the sensor wi11 detect the change after i% of a
time constant,
It is concluded that because thl• 3,4 minutes it lest than
the "18 minute test interval, changes in room temperature should be
minimized. Fig. 11 in Sec. 6.2 shows the effect of turning the air
conditioner on and off.
Time Constant for Erip.',gy Pulses
During an initiator test, It is recommended in Appendix C that
a time of six (or perhaps twelve) minutes be allowed for the energy
oulse to be completely detected by the rise of water temperature.
The initiator energy is rel•tased chemically in a fraction of a second
but the heat from this flash of flame (and possibly molten ash) must
be transferred through the bomb wall to the calorimeter water to be
detected. An estimate of the time constant for this transfer was
desirable since VMIRL was not going to perform any tests using actual
initiators.
Fig. 10 in Sec. 6.2 shows a typical pulse produced by electrical
heating. This pulse appears to produce an exponential temperature
rise. A plot of the logarithm of AT vs time measured from the actual
curve to a corresponding point on the dotted line above It (which
corrects for the rise due to room temperature) was linear, except
for a small init 4 al time period. Fig. 6 shows the results of six
such plots, tt;rce using the capacitance discharge method and three
usirng the RI2 t method. In the RI2 t method the energy for the pulse
211
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was supplied over a 70 second interval at a constant rate. Using
the capacitor, the energ.1 was supplied at an exponentially decreasing
rate with an electrical time constant, RC, of 25 seconds. The
resistor inside the bomb was transferring its heat through air to
the interior bomb wall. The slopes of these curves are essentially
equal, yielding a time constant of 117 sdconds.
It should be noted that the initial periods of nor-linearity
on the plot a-e longer for the RI2t method than for the capacitor
method but that this does not affect the final slope value and
time constant,
To improve this transfer, about 8 gm of the 250 gm of calori-
miater water was placed inside the bomb. Fig. 7 is a semi-log plot
of ,t vs time, again using both the capacitor and the RI2 t cali-
bration methods. The results are similar to those discussed above
except for a time constant which is 35 seconds.
It is concluded that the time constaiit for heat transfer from
the initiator to the talorireter water will havo an upper limit of
about 117 seconds and a lower limit of about 35 seconds. It coLld
be closer to this latter value if in bppreciable amount of molten
ash is projected a~hinst the bomb wall since this should speed the
transfer. The very short time required for the chemical energy to
produce heat energy is an insignificant factor compared to the time
constant for transfer.
The six minutes allowed In the calibration procedure of
Apperdix C was clearly verified by the four-teen pulses plotted in
Fig, 11 of Sec. 6.2 in which the 8 gm of water was used inside the
bomb. Six minutes is 8.5 time constants which theoretically includes
99.98% of the complete energy pulse. Since a typical temperature
rise is 180 millidegrees with a reeding accu,-Acy of 1 millidegree
or 0.55%, the time allowed to essentially complete the pulse should
be that for 99.45% of the pulse or 5.4 time constants. If 5.4 time
constants are necessary for an inltiator test which allows 6 minutes,
then the time constant for an initiator pulse transfer should be
5.4/6 or 0.9 minutes which might be possible since it was ohown above
that the resistor in air gave a 2 minute thermal time constant.
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Should subsequent tests on the actual initiator by others Indi-
cate a longer time is needed, the operating procedure of Appendix
C should be modified to increu~e the middle time interval (for
pulse temperature rise) to 9 or even 12 minutes rather t.'han the
6 minutes presently specified.
II
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6. EVALUATION OF VMIRL DESIGNED BOMB
The components of the VMIRL bomb are shown in Fig. 1 of Sec. 3.
Detail drawings of each part are shown in Appendix B. The .parts
of the Parr model 1411 Calorimeter into which.the bomb f.ts, are
shown in Fig. 3 in Sec. 5.1. Fig. 8 is.a photograph of the-entire
apparatus used in determining the water equivalent.
6.1 Water Equivalent - Approximate Calculation
Theoretically the water equivalent of a system can be
obtained by summing the products of the mass and specific heat
of the individual components. In practice this is not completely
successful but a lower limit can be obtained using those..omponents,
the temperature of which must vary by the temperature variation of
the water with which they are in contact. In this design, those
components include:
(a) 250 gm of water in the vacuum flask
(b) approximately 200 gms of bomb .made of Type
17-4 PH stainless steel
(c) 16 gm of pressure transducer
(d) 12 gm of stirrer
(e) 18 gm of bomb support (wire)
(f) metal temperature probe(s)
(g) some allowance for the inner glass wall of
the vacuum flask.
Approximate values for items (b) through (g) might total 270
gms. Assume all these components have a specific heat of 0.10
cal/ym C0 yielding a water equivalent of
(250 x 1) + (270 x 0.1) = 277 cal/C 0
6.2 Water Equivalent - Actual Measurement
In theory, the water equivalent, h, is obtained by. dividing
the quantity of heat energy added, Q, by the temperature rise, AT,
which it produces or h = Q/AT.
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In practice, th- bomb placed under water in the calorimeter
reaches a temperature equilibrium rather quickly with the well-
stirred water but rather slowly with the remainder of the calori-
meter" which must have established within it some temperature
qradient through its layers of air, metal, glass and bakelite. In
Sec. 5.3 it was shown that the thermal time constant for the
entire calorimeter system was about 9 hours. In Sec. 5.4 the
stablization period was discussed.
It is well known that bomb calorimetry techniques include an
allowance for the rising or falling of the water temperature at a
slow rate dependent upon whether the interior is gaining or losing
heat due to its surroundings. A typical curve from which the
value of AT due to an energy pulse must be extracted might be one
of the following:
- -/- ----
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In (a) the original and final slopes are so nearly identical
that the rise, AT, may be measured at any point between the parallel
lines. In (b) this is nct so and AT must be read at some point with-
in the transient period, that point being selected based on some
fraction of the transient period to compensate for the different
slopes.
In this report, considerable care is taken to assure that these
slopes are so nearly equal that it is possible to measure this AT
conveniently, at the.start of the energy pulse (initiator or call-
bration), without substantial error. The actual procedure for
taking readings is outlined in Appendix C (initiator tests) and j
Appendix E (calibration tests).
Fig. 10 is a plot of a typical curve obtained when an energy
pulse of about 50 cdlories was supplied to the bomb via electrical
heating of the calibration resistor. The plot uses a scale in which
each small division represents 1 millidegree centigrade. On such
a scile the slope of the temperature-time plot is very evident. In
this study, data was taken over periods of typically several hours
with 50 calorie energy pulses supplied to the bo.mb about every 15 to
25 minutes. In this way a reliable slope could be determined prior
to, and following, each pulse.
The rise, AT, was obtained by extending the slope following the
pulse backward to the start of the pulse and measuring the rise
there, 179 millidegrees on the sample shown.
The energy supplied is ca'Iculated fro, I 2 t using for R the
corrected resistance obtained by subtracting the lead resistance
from that for lead plus resistor. The current is read f-rom the
voltage across a 10.00 ohm precision resistor and the time from an
electrical timer readable to + 0.1 seconds for which an estimate to
0.03 seconds is possible. Precisions are as follows:
In R, 303.1 + 0.05 ohms from a Wheatstone bridge whose
accuracy was verified with Leeds and Northrup standard
resistors of accuracy + 0.01%. The oyerall precision of R
is judged not to exceed 0.05% including connector resistance.
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In t, simultaneous application of the energy to the
bomb and starting of the timer is assured by using a common
switch in the circuit shown in Appendix B. The precision
of t is 70.0 + 0.07 sec or + 0.10%. This makes some
allowance 'or the inertia of starting and stopping the
timer which allowances tend to partially cancel.
In I, the digital voltmeter reading the voltage across
the 10.00 ohm resistor has a resolution of + I digit in
four or 1.001 + 0.001 volts. This meter accuracy was
verified using a potentiometer readable to I digit in 5,
the standard voltage cell of which had been recently
checked. The precision of I is thus estimated to be
0.2%, that of 12 is then 0.4%.
Combining these percent precisions by taking the square root of
the sum of their squares, one obtalns•/•l 2 + .052 + .42 = \/5725 - 0.41%
as the precision of the energy calculation.
Typical measurements of AT from the graphs or from the data
taken at specific six minute ilitervals (as in the procedure of
Appendix E for calibration) indicate precisions of 180 + 2 milli-
degrees or about 1%.
Values of the water, equivalent, h, then have percent pre-
clsions due to Q/AT ofVO.41 2 + 1 = VI.173 = 1.08%. That is, the
precision of h is essentially that due to the AT measurement. It
should also be remembered that of the total water equivalent of 284
cal/C 0 , 250 is due to actual water inside the vacuum flask and the
bomb. A possible precision of + 0.2 cm3 in a volumetric pipette and
some allowance for improper drying could introduce an additional
inaccuracy in h of 0.5 in 250 or 0.2%. It seems safe tc conclude
that h can then ble relied upon to less than + 2% conservatively.
See Error Analysis - Appendix A.
Fig. 11 is a plot of a series of 14 energy pulses applied to
the bomb without a change of water in the surrounding ýalorimeter
between pu'ses. The scale is broken to show all 14 pulses. The
values obtained for each of these trials are listed in Table 1.
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These were determined from plots like that of Fig. 10. The method
of Appendix C using data at specific times was applied to this same
data and the resulting values of AT agreed with the graphical
method exactly or differed by no more than 1 millidegree as shown
in the last column of Table I. The water equivalent was determined
to be 283.8 cal/C 0 with a standard deviation, a, of 1.37 cal/C0 or
0.5%. This value was obtained from 12 trials summarized in Table
1. It should be emphasized again that this standard deviation is
low because these pulses were applied without a change of water
(250 cal/C 0 ). If a possible deviation of 0.5 gm in the water used
is added to the above, the standard deviation could be 3.3 cal/C 0 or
1.2% (see example in Appendix A) which remains well within
acceptable limits. This value should apply to Model 1 or Model 2
since their masses are identical within 0.03%. It should apply
equally well when the initiator replaces the calibration resistor
plug since this results in an increase of mass of 4 gm or about
0.4 cal/C 0 , 0.15% of h.
r
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF WATER EQUIVALENT CALCULATIONS
250 gm of Water (includes 8 gm inside bomb)
RI 2 t Method R - 303.1 excluding-leads t w 69 sec.(approx)
Trial Energy Temp. Rise Calc. Water Temp. Rise
Pulse by graph Equivalent by formula
Calories CO Cal/C* CO
1 49.38 0.174 283.8 0.174
2 51.05 .179 285.2 .179
3 51.31 .179 286.6 .178
4 50.36 .177 284.5 .177
5 * 49.50 .172 287.8 .171
6 50.59 .179 282.6 .178
7 49.71 .176 282.4 .176
8 50.49 .179 282.1 .179
9 50.09 .177 283.0 .176
10 50.30 .1775 283.4 .176
11 50.23 .178 282.2 .177
12 49.70 .774 285.6 .175
13 * 50.79 .176 288.6 .176
14 101.80 .358 284.4 .359
Average of 12 trials ....... 283.8
Standard Deviation o - 1.37 or 0.5%
2a - 2.74 or 281.1 to 26,6.5 d
This trial was discarded before averaging. It wit affected
by turning oft the room air cc: iltioner just prior to the
trial. See Fig. 11. Turning3 on the air conditioner does
not alter the room temperature as suddenly,
LA
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Table 1 indicates two standard deviations, 2a, is 2.74 yielding
a range of 281.1 to 286.5 cal/gm. 2a in a Gaussian distribution.|
should contain 95.4% of the values. In Table 1, 11 of the 12 (92%)
are within this range. Had there been many more thAn 12 trials the
standard deviation of the mean would be expectid to be 1.37/1-- 0.4
cal/CQ or 0.14%.
Two trials, numbers 5 and 13 In Fig. 11, were omitted from the
average in Table 1. As explained in Sec. 5.5, a sudden and sizeable
change in room temperature will affect a test. Trials 5 and 13
were performed immediately after the room air conditioner was
turn3d off. Thi room temperature was rising sharply during the next
20-25 minutes (a total rise of about 2 CO In each case). This had
a marked effect on the slope during the latter part of that period.
The effect of turning on the air conditioner was far less pronounced
because the room temperature changed more s'owly whtln docreasing on
a hot day than when increasing.
Data tu determine the bomb water equivalent was taken with the
same apparatus following the VMIRL tests by Mr. Frank Krieger of the
Harry Diamond Laboratories. Details are listed ii Appendix G.
Table 1 in Appendix G lists 12 usable values obtained without
changing water. These yield an average of 284.3 cal/C with a
standard deviation of 2.3 or 0.8%. When this average is combined
with three other runs in which the water was changed, the average
water equivalent is 284.8 cal/C* with a standard deviation of 2.1
or 0.7%. This is in good agreement with VMIRL values and confirms
the accurocy of loss thao1 it In the bomb constant.
An early bomb design utilized an unsupported teoprene gasket
between the bomb cup and cap. This Uasket design was improved as
4uggested by the Parr Instrumeorii Co. to Include a teflon gasket with
4 machine4 1eat iII the Cap. It wes bolieved thdt thiv alteration
wOuld I Apr v v tnv I t ty of the oqa&k*t to withutan d the deoign
pre$siro -if 1000 pi), Dot4ls of the gasket., gasket weit Oc., are
shown in the drawings in Appendix B.
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Both the neoprene and teflon gasket designs were pressure tested
in the Physics Department of the University of Virginia using a dead
weight tester having a useful range to 2400 psi. The unsupported
neoprene gasket held at 1600 psi for about five minutes. Failure
after that was due to the gasket being extruded into the threaded
portion of the nut along the outer ard un.uprorted edge.
The model with the supported teflon gasket set in a grooved
seat es shown in Appendix 8 hold at 2400 psi with no leaks under
a water immersion test. A 2600 psi pressure was applied and there
was no leaking visible but accurate and prolonged testing was not
possible because this value exceeded the upper liftit of the test
facility.
During this testing the pressure transducer developed a loek
at 1000 psi which increased markedly at 1600 psi so that extra
t',ghtening of transducer comporents was necessary. Leaking also
appeared at the tapered screw threads between the pressure tranS-
ducer fitting and the cup body, This was limi^ated by usisg two
layers of teflon tape anf, by tightening the thread by one or two
complete turns (this necessit4ted subsequent machining of the end of
the fitting which hao then protruded Into the cup by a thread or
two).
The Scope of Work in See.. 1.1 celled for an Internal volume of
10 ml. Each of the modils was ctieckad for conformity to tOis
specification by weithing the bomb with tronsducer and then filling
with woter to a point in thiu threado of the cap which was estimated
to be the bottom of the spent Initiator, feweighing arnd subroction
yields the water mas% added in gromw whicth is t~uivelent to tho
ý.olume in ml, Care we. exerclsed to remove trapped air bubble%.
MOOL I .. 9 8'# * 0 05 ml-. MOHI) 2 9.60 .* PAS06 Ml.
lhQ i*soccuracp I', the fivati.romert It due to an Inability to exactly
duplicat* the level of filling,
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j_5 Cvcling Time
The Scope of Work in Sec. 1.1 called for a recycle time of less m
than 1 hour. This time depends on the speed with which an individual
technician can disassemble, clean and reassemble the calorimeter in
addition to the stabilization time and time for the test run.
These latter two times are fixcd at 15 min and 18 min, respec- I
tively, for a total of 33 min. If 20 min is allowed for
disassembly, cleaning and reassembly, the total time it 53 min
which is within vhe requirement. The 20 min period would seem
reasonable for an experienced technician after several trials. ¶
It should be noted that the test runs conducted by VMIRL were
all calibration runs, none being with actual in'tlators. It was
shown in Sec. 6.6 that the thermal time constant for the initiator
tests could be longer than for a calibration test because of
poorer transfer. Should this prove to be the case the time for the
transient due to the energy pulse ntight have to be Increased from
6 min to 9 or 12 min but this should still not exceed the one hour
total for recycle time.
A Hewlett Packard Model Zi01 A Quartz Thermometer was the
primary instrument used. The sensor is a quartz crystal having i
frequency of oscillation which is temperature d.ependant. It it
enrlosad in a 3/8" diameter by 11/16" long stainless probe connected
hy a notiature co4xial cahle. The electrical Olrcuitry includes
a frequency counter with digital readout dit.octly In OC, Two
probes are available for reaJout using push buttons. kel4infs may
be tektn to a resolution of 0.01, 0.001, or 0.0001 9C, the sampling 4
time being 0.1, 1, and 10 seconds, respectively, (Calibration, 4
1,nearlty, and stability errors are in the order of a few hundredths
of a degree. Calibration and linearity errors are insignifi%;rit
for titmporAtuvrii 0jfference weasurement, Short. terem stobility Is 4
.* 0,0001 0. this ltstrument with probes Is valuso at over $3•0.
A less expensive Instrument would be desirable If it were
equally suited to this application, The Pair Instrument Companiy
provided on loan their Model 166 Calorimwtric thermometer menek,
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factured by the Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Yellow iprings, Ohio.
(YSI Model CT 11) This instrur-ent, valued at about $2000, has a
thermistor as a sensor enclosed in a 0.150" diam. by 10" long probe
(only about the last 3/4" need be immersed). Its range is limuited
to 20 to 30'C with a resolution of 0.001 CV and a sampling rate
estimated to be well under one second. Provision is made for
zeroing the instrument and for an internal calibration check by
push buttons on the front pAnul. Temperature rise measurements over
a 3 C0 span ar- clainoed by the distributor to be repeatable to
+ 0.002 CO.
These two instruments were used slmultaneously e, several test
runs and the less expensive theriaistor thermometer appears equally
S•uttable for the appllratlon described here. A Model 1656 Digital
Printer is available for" a 4 erldnent tape record. A Model 1654
Automatic Programmer is a)io available f~r Actuatinq the printerI reading mechanism on a preset sc'iedule of readouts. Neither of these
l~tter itemA wot twe•:e
I
L!
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I
A bomb useable ir. a commercially obtainable calorimeter was
designed and two models were fabricated and tested with the following
specifications (Refer to Scope of Work Sec. 1.1 for design goals):
(1) Predicted pracision for measuring d 50 cal pulse
from an initlator of + I cal.
(2) Static pressuri tested to 2600 osi.
(3) Irnternal volume of 9.6 cc and 9.85 cc + 0.5%
for two models fabricated.
(4) Fitted for use with one oressure transducer.
(5) Made of Type 17-4PH Stainless Steel which should
Ue suitable for at least 1000 cycles. Easily
accessible for cleaning.
(6) Perycle ti.me of one hour was baled on calibration
tests and estimated to be that for initiator tests.
(7) Water equivalent measured as ?83.8 cal/C 0 with a
itandavd deviation of 1.37 cal/C* in repeatability
tests. Predicted standaod deviation !ncluding
urror of various operators3 ir we#4 h•nq water is
3.3 cal/Ce or 1.2%.
(8) Operating procedure and calibration procedure
provided separately in an appendix.
40 1 il tests nf Initiators were performed. It is recommended
",,,a~t ý,- lowing subsequent completion of these by NASA, the operating
procedure be revieweed for possible changes in the time interval
(TiZ.- 6 ) allowed for equilibrium to be attained. The standard
deviations thy water equivalent calibrations and initiato~r te~ts
of subseqtt; t operators would be of interest in a continuing
ovsluation of performance at least for some initial test poriod. I
e
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APPENDIX A - E•2ROR ANALYSIS I
Introduction
To assess the pre :sion of the various quantities calculated
from experimentally measured values requires a knowledge of the
precision of the experimen-a'! qucntities and the application of
appropriate statistical ciata treatment of these precisions depending
on whether they enter the calculations in a sum, difference,
product, quotient or aised to a power.
It would also be helpful to identify the relative effcect uf
the precision of each experimental quantity he p, ;ioti of
the final result - ýhe ,Iculated quantity of heat fr a n 'xper. -
mental test on a given i.iitiator.
Distinction Between Absolute Hrtcision and Percent Precision
As an example, s~dpose an experimentally determined average
value of a quantity is 81.2 and its standard deviation from a number
of determinations ,s + 0.4. Its absolute precision is + 0.4. Its
percent precisiun is 0.4/81.2 or + 0.49%.
Rules for Prec~sinr of Calculated Quantities
Tý,ý "olcuwing are generally occepted methods for obtaining the
preclsion of a quantity calculated from an equation involving the
additon, subtraction, multiolication, etc., of a group of
quzn 4 •ties,
(a) Multiplica 'on and Division - The epft ent pre-
cision oF ,. product or quotient (or ofia
combination of these) is the square root of the
s.:n'of tc squares of the percent precision of
t. ,-in_'ividual t.rms in the product or quotient.
(b) Addition ind Subtraction - The absolute precision
of a sum or difference (or of a- oniination of
these) Is the square root of the sum of the j
squares of the absolute precision of the individual
terms in the um or difference. If the experi-
mental quantity is multiplied by a constant before 4
addition or subtraction, the rule for handling
percent precision in multiplication must first be
a Ppp1l i.d
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(c) Quantities Raised to a Power - The percentpre-
cision of Rn is n times the percent precision of R.
Inspection of the above rules indicates that the precision
calculation for a quantity involving the mixture of sums, products,
powers, etc., will require the computation of both absolute and
percent precisions and a conversion from one to the other for
different parts of the calculation.
Quantities and Approximate Values
Table 2 includes quantities that must be determined by experi-
mental measurement and ones calculated from these measurements.
Experimental quantities have precisions that depend on the quality
of the measuring instrument and or the individual making the
measurement or operating the instrument. In those cases in which
a repeat measurement (or trial) is possible, a standard deviation
for a group of trials can be obtained. In other cases such as for
a voltmeter reading, the precision must be estimated from (1) the
f least reading on the scale of the instrument and (2) the inherent
accuracy of the instrument as determined by calibration or comparison
with a documentable standard. In this table a combination of the
above precisions has been maae and the values shown are those
typical of this study.
IJ
!"!
K |I
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TABLE 2
PRECISIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED QUANTITIES
Approx. Expt. Quantity Nominal Appropriate I
Percent or Value Equation for
Precision Calc. Calc. Quai.
1% E Temperature Rise AT = 0.l78C*
0.2% E Water Heat Capacity hW = 250 cal/C 0
1% E Capacitance C = 0.084 F
E Voltage on Capacitor
0.2% - Initial Vo = 100 V
2% * - Final VF = 70 V
0.05% E Resistance R = 300 ohm
0.2% E Current I = 0.1 A
0.1% E Time t = 70 sec
V5.42+.1 C Calib. Energy Pulse G - 210 J G = RI2 t
= 0.41%
4.1% C Calib. Energy Pulse G = 210 J G = 1/2 CV2
(see example) (alternate method)
1.1% or 4.2%** C Water Equivalent h - 282 h = 0.239 G
(total) cal/CO AT
10% or 37%** C Water Equivalent hi = 32 h' = h-250
(excluding water) cal/C°
1.6% or 4.3%** C Initiator Energy Q - 50 cal Q - hAT
Pulse I s
• Includes allowance for dielectric absorption error.
Second value is for calibration by capacitor discharge method. I J
4I
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Explanation and Examples
If each initiator test were preceded by a calibration without
a change of calorimeter water and if it could be assumed that no
water were lost in the operation of replacing the calibrating
resistor with the initiator, a water equiwalent, h (nominally 284
cal/C 0 ) and the initiator energy, Q, would not depend on the pre-
cisior of the water measurement. For a series of calibration runs
the water need not be disturbed at all, in which case a.calculated
precision predicts a repeatability which includes the precision of
the temperature and energy pulse measurements.
Another calculation of precision is needed to predict the
repeatability of the calibration among groups of such runms using
water reweighed between each group. Reweighing between, each
initiator test is recommended and this possible source of uncertainty
must be evaluated in this error analysis.
To accomplish this it is necessary to separate the water
equivalent, h, into two parts:
1. hw = mc due to the water - 250 cal/C'
2. h' due to the bomb, stirrer, walls, etc. -. about
32 cal/C 0
It will be noted in the treatment which follows that this results
in a large uncertainty in h' but this uncertainty does not reappear
in Q because it is diluted by the precision of hw. The treatment
also makes it clear how uncertainties might be evaluated in the case
of a careful technician who performed the calibration followed by
a careless operator who performed the initiator tests. If the
reader wishes to do such an evaluation, he may use a low uncertainty
for the 250 used in h' and a high uncertainty in the 250 used in Q
in the following examples.
L 
---------
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Example for Calibration Data:
h' = - - h .23 (21 14% 250 ±.2% 1
AT w (178 ± 1%)
= (282 ± 1.1%) - (250 ± 0.2%)
- (282 ± 3.1) - (250 ± .5) I
- 32 ± 3.2 = 32 ± 10% Cal/C 0
Example for Initiator Test:
Q = hAT = (h' + h ) AT
= [(32 - 3.2) + (250 ± .5)) [.178 ± 1%) 1
= (282 - 3.3) (.178 ± 1%)
= (282 - 1.2%) (.178 ± 1%) 50.2 ± 1.6%
Note in the calculation for Q that h = 282 ± 3.3 has a slightly
increased uncertainty over the value in the h' calculation because
another water sample is involved, not a reuse of the same water but
the 10% uncertainty in h' is diluted to 1.2% in the new h because
of the large mass of water compared to the non-water items.
Example for Alternate Calibration by Capacitor:
G I C (V2 _2 o F'
j½ (.084 t 1%) [(100 ± .2%)2 - (70 - 2%)?)
= (.043 ± 1%) [(10000 t .4%) - (4900 ± 4%))
= (.043 ± 1%) [(10000 ± 40) - (4900 ± 196)]
(.043 ± 1%) (5100 ± 204) j
(.043 ± 1%) (5100 ± 4%) = 214 ± 4.1% Joules I
A precision of 0.2% is used for the 100 volt reading which is
dependent only on meter accuracy while 2% is used for the 70 volt g
reading since the dielectric absorption produces an above normal
reading unless adequate time is allowed for voltage recovery of an
electrolytic capacitor before taking the final reading. A careful
technician with practice could reduce this uncertainty considerably,
possibly to 0.4%.
IIL A-
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Cqn"rf I1us ions
The largest contribution to the uncertainty in the measurement
of the water eouivalent, h, is caused by the uncertainty of the
temperature rise, AT (sorewhat less than 1%).
A measurfment of the water equivalent, h, should Le.repeatable
to 1.1% for a group of rurs without changing the water. Several
such groupu should be ripe,ýtable to 1.2%_ The met•;,,d heat
generated by a given Initiator should be accurite to 1,6%.
The preferred ca t ibratiun method using A72t for i^ eergy pulse
should bo accurate to 0.4%. The alternate me-,hod using a capacitor
oischarge can be relied upon to 4% or less depend!ig on the amount
of dielectrit absorption exhibited by the electrolytic capacitors
used and the technician's care in correcting for it.
iA
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APPENDIX C
OPERATING PROCEDURE
This procedure utilizes the Parr Instrument Company Model 1411
Combustion Calorimeter with slight modifications to accommodate the
VMIRL bomb design. It is specifically intended for the measurement
of small quantities of heat, typically 50 calories.
The inclusion of the names of specific equipment manufacturers
is intended to convey the type of instrumentation needed and that
used by VMIRL in preparing this report. It does not imply that
equivalent equipment by other manufacturers could not be used.
It is recommended that tne user familiarize himself with the
"Instructions for the No. 1411 Combustion Calorimeter", Parr
Manual No. 128, for the general operating procedures for this type
calorimeter. Items used by VMIRL have been designated usinq the
letter designation found in the above manual.
Equipment List
The following items from the Model 1411 Parr Combustion
C-1lorimeter were used without modification, not Used, or modified
as indicated below:
Item Descrjition
A Calorimeter Jacket Not Modified
B Calorimeter Cover Modified
C Cover Support Stand Not Modified
F Calorimeter Can Not Modified
G Vacuum Flask Not Modified
H Bomb Support Assembly Modified
J thru N and
D, E, and P Not Used
0 Stirrer Drive Belt Not Modified
A|
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Modi fi cations
Item A - Calorimeter Jacket. This part was not modified,
however, the terminals and cable for the ignition circuit were not
used.
Item B - Calorimeter Cover. The thermometer support rod was
not used. The stirrer drive shaft was extended 4.7 cm by addition
of a bakelite shaft extension. This was necessary to place the
stirrer in the reduced volume of water and also serves to reduce
the heat losses from inside the calorimeter.
Item H - Bomb Support Assembly. This wire support was not
long enough to support the new bomb in the reduced volume of water.
A new longer bomb support was constructed so that the bottom of
the VMIRL bomb would be approximately 1 cm from the bottom of the
flask.
Additions
The following items were added by VMIRL specifically for this
application:
Item Q - Bomb Assembly. This item, made of stainless steel
(type 17-4), consists of four parts: can, cap with Teflon gasket,
nut, and transducer fitting. See the first sheet of Appendix B for
the assembly of these parts. The 3/8" threaded hole in the cap
accepts the initiators or the calibration plug. The transducer
fitting also has a 3/8" threaded hole for the pressure transducer.
Item R - Model 2801A, Hewlett-Packard Quartz Thermometer. This
equipment is accurate, for temperature differences, to 0.001 Co.
It has a digital display with two probes and two channels. If a
unit with only one channel is to be used, an additional thermometer,
reading to 0.1 C0 will be needed to read the room temperature and
to aid in adjusting the temperature of the calorimeter water
initially.
Item S - Model 587 MIII Kistler Pressure Transducer Assembly.
This item consists of transducer, cable, and power supply for
monitoring the pressure simultaneously with the heat measurement.
014
V
L -...-.
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I1tem- T - 2-012.A N219-7 Parksr-OoRtnj~s-(tw~o regui red). Ths
reuie These
O-rings are used for pressure seals for the initiator in the bomb
cap and for the pressure transducer In the bom.b fitt 4ng.
Jtem U - Electric Titr. A dig 4 tal seconds timer Is preferable,
but a clock with a sweep second can be used so that roadings can
bo taken at prescribed intervals to the nearest 1/2 second.
I.em V - Bench Holder for Borb. See the drawing of this
Item in Appendix B.
Item W - 500 ml Beaker. This item is used to adjust the initial
temperature of the calorimeter water.
111m -X-150 ml Vgluiie~ric Pipette.. This item is used to
measure the calorimeter water, Other size pipettes may be used
providing thit the water can be measured correct to 25O + 0.1 ml.
Y.CmY-CoVer ClIMp Ttis clamp supports the thermometeu p' be
at thL correct position In the vacuum flask and allows for passage
of cableb to f*ne pre-sure transducer and the initiator (or zali-
ýroting resistor). Spe drawing in Appendix B.
Lj~j~._A. W s (3 These
are used to tiqh,-n and loosen the bomb nut, the initiatort, and
the preocuve traf,.vlucir.
.Jte:Jtfl~n. Ta•s. This is used as a pressure seol for
tie transducer fitting in the side of the bomb can.
The followinq items are used In the calibration of the
WJorim.eter. For convenience, beveral of these items may be
mounted on a board with the benm.h holder, pressure trarsducer power
v'uoply, e"O a chassis with the tvecetsry 4lectricol circuitry.
T•-ý_•. This item, shown In Appendix B,
trows 5into th1. top of the bomb cap and has attached to It a 300
w att, b reistrnr. A Microdot Type 3;-67 subniaturo feme.li
f'tt'nt 4i screwed irio tho top of th2 calibrotion plug for the
K)#,tr .i et ~in
Itel' DD - Calirt n_______
Bo this item consists of a double pole, momentary contact switch
to simultaneously energizeth albaigrs to an tetmr
for the RI2t method. Italocnan &pr isn10 hm eitr
adjusted to less than0.%adadulpoe ob'4trwsic
and dummy bombreit .
1,e E-EecrSjmr (in addition to Item Ui) 1, tigltA
timer havina a resolution of 0.1 sec which can be estimated to
0.03 sec.
accuracy of 0.1% with four digit display.
Note: Accuracy of 0.1% is desirable for the voltageK
reading across the 10.00 ohm resistor calorimeter.
No patclracrcjsrqie o h otee
used in calibrating the capacitor (if tis method
4760tain eqiaenito-r.01 cuay edbet orsgifc
300oims for in the bob h u otis required. horetso
6l
A.kLLat' i6-WCA. Wired per diaqra, in
Appendix 6, this Itom consists of two nominailly HtOO0 micreofrao,
100 VDC capacitors (Item OJ) wired In parallel, a nominal 1.000 ohm,
1% precision ril'stor with associated switches and terminals,
LZq.• J•L•Ji)J., A 100 volt o0urCe Capable
of sup•lying 2.SA is rneeded for tht 4albration Circuit, Item KK,
Yho 23SA rating may be reduced If the 40 ohm resistor in the
capacitor charging circuit it nreased proportionattly.
S I , Be certain that the interior surfaces of the bomo are
cleaned of 6ny material remaining from previous runs. #lIo be
certain thet the 060 drill hol in the pressure transducer fitting
is opea. If necessary, rgmove the fitting, clean and retighten
with two layers of teflon tape. The 3/8" opening In this fitting
must be up and aligned with the axis of the can as shown In the bomb
assembly drewing in Appeidix B. The end of the pipe threodi should
be flush witn the inside of, the Cai.
jjpo. ~PlacO the c:en in tIe ý-*ch hnlder,
{A9__3.. Place the cap with the teflon gaslot on (he can, place
the nut over the cap, and tighten with a wrench.
jjne•4.. Screw the prevssure transdueer into the fitting using
one 0 the O..r'ng is a sa•i, Tighten with a wreoch,
StepJ. Screw in ,nitiAtor into the cdp using en )-ring 4s a
seal, Tiqhtsn bIth a wrench.
"t). Turn the electrno, 4 ,; theimometev on and allow It to warm
up. Fill a SOC ml beaker more thin half way with distllled water
or tap water. Adjust the tomperiture of the wetq.' to 4.9 O C. e'
greater *hsn ro,.n tempuritus*. To no tWlis, u~e the two probv% of
the i•wleti-P•e~krd therm~ometer widt, one ;r the room 4nd the other
stirring the water. If an vlectro~ir thermo•ieter with only one Iprobe
qsed, then a mercury i6 glast, thlermaoeter, corre't to 0.1 C, will
b needed to measure the room temperAture,
SLitI Of the water adjustad in Step 1, measure 211 * 0,1 "i
with a caliorated vOlumetric pipettio,
ItUJ- 11e certain that the vacuum flask Is clean *no dry frot
previouut UC.
. 4l. Pour the measured wAter into the vacuum f*stk, t:elng
careful not to spiII or splash on thit sides of the fl xk
t£I). Pli.c# the vacuum flask, with water 114#id1, into the
Wlorimoeor can.
)"IL ., P1ce the calorimeter can into the calorimeter
jacket
•.j•. (Conne,ýt t"e *ppropeitqe Cable$ to the transducer end
tho initiotor which are mounted on the 6omb, bo certain that t6ho
cables pag, t.hegugh the hole in, the calnrimoter covmr. Turn the
Irsnjdvacr power on
4 Plate tho bom~b *e%4mbly on Ph& emod'Ifies1 wiro bomb
iu~pOrt #*cmgbiy And iowwr into rti o'acurn fltlir Tho borer e lembly
sh'uld be on tsio tide of the vacuumi fllak away from tha talori-
oetler cover pin ho;o (Thti moximizes the distanrc betwee, tnot
utirrep and the sus,)endod ýwreponenti ) Be cortal.i that the water
covers the metal parts cof th,• bomb and connoct(rs.
)• • Place0 tho probe of the thirmomotwer threugh the holt
in thq calorimtoer cover and aanl.ist So that tho and of the probe
is 1/ to 17.? t;m btllOw the botton' of the (.over, This is Jone with
thet cover (lamp that fits in thl' hole 4'id suo9orts the thermometer
prob*.
.19 Carefully put the calorimeter c;over In pl@ce, It Is
necessary to see thec the probe 14 ftro# in the witer, that the
ulack it tekee out vt the trant.ucer and initiator c.eblos, And that
the -,tirrgr does rot touch t.•o osbles or bomb assembly lurn the
stlrros- ty hand to bn kevtaln It 14 not touching
1•P •e•ce veo otirre,• drive belt in plece and start the
ootor, A4jut th# tell, t#•O01An *wffiithetly to rtduCO belt Vibr~ttin
(ovevttghtvnng twill produce unwomted hestift from the ptirrer
beer'n,),
X+l9AI _ftA! (See Note bllow for those follow0lni this Procedure for
the first time )
It will be necessary to ta@ke ix temperaturo readings to
0.001 V' at the times (in Min'yte5) indiCated by the Subscripts
below:
T , ?3, TV 6, Tlk. 't1 , Tlft
,kA,, Start thie stirrer -tnning and allow It to run for at
least 10 and p,'eferably 1% etinutes oofore storting the test, This
eSteblithO1 the tempeortureo qe~ dints within the c4l0rimeter andimproves tooe correction to the apparent tomporature else.
11MI -• Start t.he timer and read the# temperature. This Is1
T , Re d the tompereture l , throe min utes aiter. 7hil it T 3.
Noto the difference, 13 '!"
O.. When the timer Indicate% $is *vInueie, read T6 end
tiot. the difference, T d If Tdiffers #rom T -T0 by
0.001 CO or less, fire the initiator within 10 seconds of T6 1
If this difference is more then 0,001, reset the timer and start
temperature readings over,
•,9p_ 4, Cellt~n,+ to read temperatures pt 12, 15 and 18 minutes,
Thkte are YI2, Ti1. and T!Is, Tho logett part of tne total tempera,
ture rise should be over by 12 minutes,
(This step and the aisocistei Calculations may have to
be modified following subsequent tests b) NASA on actual
initiators,)
NIote: 7o faroilirile the# operator op the fivst use of the i"nteument,
the tmpoerat(Ire of the water and etmosphvrn 4•ilduI' be taken
at three ,+inute interval# for & two tnour poriO, varying the
rocom tempor'atre, tho stirrer belt tenslun and turning on and
off the ttanaducer power, Aippondix C. contains a sampe of
data taken by the Harry Otesuond Laboratories.
KAL
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jj•,.. The dopirent temperature rise is T12 -T6. ComPute this.
atJL• ¢Check on the temperature gradients within the calorim-
OeWr Or the linearity of the heat lOsses or gains aS follows:
(W/ T30T0 should be within 0,001 C' Cf T6 -T 3 ,
(b) T1 8 -T 1  should be within 0,001 C* of Tis-T 1 2.
In some cases this may be aS much as 0,002 C,,
,er, Cheock to see that the hoat losses or gains are nearly
equal before and after the firing by computing T1 -T 1 2 4nd T6 ' !Q1
Theso should bo neapry equal but In no case differ by more than
0-0o4 C.
AtA., Tfv true temperature rise Is the apparent rise minus
T I$^T12, eNot this correction can be positive or negative.
tjjpJ, The totel heat released by the initiator is equal to
the water equivalent of the calorimeter times the true temperature
rise.
f 
__ I
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TABLE 3
"ýATA SWEET FOR OPERATINGu PROCEDURE
T O . . . ..
s.T."a a -T0  T 't
T3 T -r* 3
T 6
At t.im T6 , It is n~es,,esry to see if T-T 1-T 3 't - uthin 0.001 Co of
TI).0 | If It 11, fly-# within 10 secntds of T61 If it is riot, reset
timer and stArt over.
12 sTl -T12
Tie
T 15"T12 sould be within 0,001 Co of T18 -T 12 (neve" more than 0.002).
T -'T0a
6 0
T18-T12 Mtust be within 0.004 C* of T6 -T 0
Apparent Temperature Risew T12-T6  -
Subtract Correction - T1  -T 1 2  .
rrue Temperature Rise - AT 
Heat Released - True Temperature Rise'x Water Equivalent
"a ý__ _ _ x cal/C0 * cal
r w______--___
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APPENDI• 0 - CAPACITOR MMASUREMENT
When a charged £4,pecitor discharges through a resistive circuit
the voltage a'rss the capacitor versus time is given 4y:
V V
The derivation of this expression 'an be found In most eieientsry
rhysics texts. the time constant, , is RC and Is the rociproci¢
of the slope ot the straight line wthict. rosu:ts when In V is
Plot6ed versus t
To measure a capacitance relquies a charging c¢rcui t and a
resi~tor of known value through which the captLitor may be
-discharged.
ST ,, l,"1"<, ... or" Reco-rde- r o
A small resistance r is used in the charging circuit to prevent
a severe transient from being imposed1 on the power supply or
battery when the charging begins. It should be remembered that
the charging process is also exponential having time constant
(r+rb)C where the battery resistance, rb, has been included. After
five time constants, the charging or discharging is 99.3% complete.
This is a convenient number of time constants to keep in mind.I
To obtain 200 joules ot stored energy requires the use of
large capecitances or high voltages. To utilize voltageb less than 4
100 volts requires somewhat less than 106 microfarads. Such c€pa..I-
tances are only available in electrolytics dhich exhibit dielectric
absorption effects. These effects produce a curve of in V vs tLA'
lw
which iS Iomew'.at non-linear for large values 'if t. The slope, which
is Inversely proportional to the capacitance, decreases steadily as
shown in Fig. 12. This was obtained using 2000 ohms and the diicharge
was monitored for about an hour. The capacitance computed froA the
slope varies from an initial value of about 0.09F to a final vhluo
of l.ir.
The above effect makes it infeasible to utilize energy over the
entire discharge. The effect is small and negliglble at the higher
voltages. Hence a discharge in the region from 100 V to 75 V will
be quite hltear and the energy can be computed by kI(V . -V)/Z
although this is more inconvenient since the initial and final
voltages must be measured.
A plot of the discharge over the limited region is shown in
Fig. 13. Calculation of the time constants is shown on the graph in
Addition to the value of C calculated from them.
The precision of C depends on three foctors.
(1) Accuracy of the time measurement.
(2) Precision with which resistance, R, Is known
(and the fact that it Is nct &ufficiently
heated in the discharge to alter its value).
(3) Precision with which the technician draws the
"best fitting" curve to the points.
The "time constant" for the discharg'. is RC which is typicaily
175 sec., a sufficiently long interval tehat an electric timer of the
60 hz synchronous motor type can be used with a digital voltmeter
to record voltage readings every 15 or 20 sec. Nationwide, the
accuracy of the 60 hz frequenc.y is obout 0.03% barring easily
detectable transients from lightning, surges, etc. Accuracy in
timing is thus limited only by the operstor's accuracy In reading
the voltmetcr at the proper time Intervals.
Voltmeter accuracy of * I digit in a three vr four digit filtre
i, attainable. Absolute ac.cur'acy 1% not ner.rsory here sin(,e only
relative veltage reading- are re'quired for the graph. A precllon
of less than one percent is ettainabic. For the four plot% in Fig.
13 the average is 0 0942 F witt a stondard deviation of 0.000517 oi
0.7%.
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R tan be measured using a Wheatstone bridge, the accuracy of
which has been verified using appropriate standard resistors.
These usually have an accuracy of 0.1% or better. A box bridge
typically has four resistance dials and the galvanometer used with
it should be of sufficient sensitivity that a changq of one digit
in the fourth significant figure Is detectable.
In drawing the best fitting curve it is most important that
all the points have been plotted correctly &nd that they span a
total length on the graph paper of I to 10 inches. If the plot
significantly departs from a straight line by exhibiting definite
curvature as opposed to scatter,the data should be discarded and
a new trial taken. For a single calibration a quick and suitable
test of the probable precision Is to draw three straight lines and
measure the slope of each. The middle one of these lin$s is the
"best fit" by tne technician's judgement. The other twot lines
would lie one on either side of the "best fit" and would represent
the fit selected by a "reasonably careless" person. The percent I
precision of the slope thus obtained would be the per:ct pre-
cision of C assuming the resistance end the time had percent '
precisions which were quite small (less than 1/2% for thesu purposes).
For convenience, the charge/discharge circuit for capacitor I
calibration it included with that for the bomb constant. The
circuit it shown in l.ppendix S. I
II
I
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APPENDIX E
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE - WATER EQUIVALENT
Two alternative electrical calibration methods for determining
the water equivalent have been tested. Each utilizes energy generated
by electrically heating a 300 ohm - 5 watt resistor Immersed in water
inside the bomb.
In one method, heating is accomplished by the current from a
voltage regulated power supply for a measured time. The energy
generated is the product of the resistance, R, the current squared,
12, and the time, t. It will be referred to as the RI 2 t method.
The other methoo utilizes the discharge of a capacitor through
the resistor. The energy generated is CV2 /2 where C is the capaci-
tance and V is the voltage to which the capacitor was Initially
charged. A procedure for measuring C is given in Appendix D.
Circuit diagrams for the components used in each method are
given in Appendix B.
The following procedure is for determining the water equivalent.
A complete calibration requires about 2 1/2 hours.
Preparing the Calorimeter Water
Ste• l. Turn on the electronic thermometer and allow it to warm
up, about 15 to 30 minutes. Fill a 500 ml beaker more than half way
with distilled water or tap water. Adj';st the temperature of the
wate,, to 1.8 + 0.2 CO greater than room temperature. (See footnote
below) To do this, use the two probes of the Hewlett-Packard
Thermometer with one in the room and the other stirring the water.
If an electronic thermometer with only one probe is used, then a
Note: ror a test run as described in the Operating Procedure
2.8 + 0.2 C" is used. For the Calibration Procedure this is
reduced by I CV to allow for a number of repeated runs with
the same water without attaining calorimeter temperatures
much in excess of room temperAture,
L .. ..- . .. ... .. .--- - - 1- 1-
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mercury in glass thermometer, correct to 0.1 CO, will be reeded to
measure the room temperature.
Preparing the Bomb
Step 1. Inspect the resistor for any obvious defects in the
acrylic coating used to insulate its leads, particularly the lead
to the center of the plug (the ungrounded lead). If a defect is
observed, repair the c. ting by respraying.
Step 2. Be certain that the interior surfaces of the bomb
are cleaned of any nateriai remaining from previous runs. Also
be certain that the #60 drill hole in the pressure transducer
fitting is open. If necessary, remove the fitting, clean and
retighten with two layers of teflon tape. The 3/8" opening in
this fitting must be up and aligned with the axis of the can as
shown in the bomb assembly drawing in Appendix B. The end of the j
pipe threads should be flush with the inside of the can.
Step 3. Be certain that the vacuum flask is clean and dry i
from previous use.
Step 4. Connect the calibration plug to the small lead wire i
and measure the resistance of the combination on a Wheatstone
bridge whose accuracy has been verified to better than 0.1%, 1
preferably 0.01%. Record the value obtained.
Step 5. Disconnect the calibration plug and replace with a
Microdot 31-57 female plug,.the terminals of which have been
shorted together. With the Wheatstone fridge measure the lead I
resistance alone and record the value obtained. Subtract this from
the value in Step 4 to obtain the corrected resistance for use in
the RI2 t calculation.
Step 6. Place the can in the bench holder.
Step 7. From the water adjusted in Step 1 of the previous
section, measure 250 ml + 0.1 ml with a calibrated volumetric I
pipette.
S Pour about 8 m"; of water from the pipette into the J
bomb can. Be certain that some water enters the transducer fitting.
ALI
7)
ULfLJ, Pour the remainder of the l• ) of prePar*4 water
into tht* vOCOM flask belfy 40refvul Aot to #11 or 40146h #0 the
"I040~ ~the top with thV tefloo letkot tin the con,
P9)t* the AVf ;.vqr thre cap, one( tighten wIth a rnh
ý,tp !.'. P14ce tAQ CalIr#TItl PhuV IS the Cap and screw
firmfy tvt fitqt'r tight (oaeka4gl of 'v#oer fream t•e flask into the
bomb will n(.( vrittir).
¶SA.' P) 4,q the ,'Auum IFsk, with water inside, into the
$,t•p(.• PtIPe the cWlorim4ter can into the clotiaetar jacket,
Sp..•.., Conn~tt tme ;ppr#nprlete cables to the trannducor and
t.. c¢librAtiOn pluc wh1'1 4re e.,ounted on the bomb. Be certsin that
tho cebles pobs through the hole in the calorimeter cover.
,St. PlPco the tom3 assci-,bly in the modlf 4 ed wire bomb
support fsoembly and lowor Into t't vaicuvm flask. The bomb assembly
shouldJ be on tio side of the vacuuM flAsk away from the calorimeter
cover pin hoto, ('rhis maximizes tht Jlst~ncu betweG,, the stfirer
end ".e su$.•ecdd componcntsj, 6e certain that th4 water covers rhe
metal parts of tho bomb and roonectors.
L•f.,P1 &'lcc the probe of the tVer.,ometor through the hole
In th* caorlimeter c.oier ond adjust to that the end of the probe
is 17 to 17.5 rp, hblow the bottom 0f the cover. This Is done with
the cover clurnp th4t fits in thu hole and support% thi thermometer
p robe,
SteJ~o., Carfuliy put the calorimeter cover in place. 1* is
necessary to see thi't the probe is fr3e in tve water, that the %lack
is tsken out of ths trans.uc¢•r and r•esitor cables, and that the
strror does nut t..tj(;1 the cahl!s or bomb essombly, Turn the
*t0trer by hand to be tertain it is not tour.hing,
IA-nJ, L(04 c(onnections anvd lectrooir. SUP010s.
It) Ccopect tte trensducer lead (minitturo J
4,#glel table with thJ. ,',onnector) I
to its power SupPI )vi urn .he AGwer ON.
(bl Connect the calibration resito lead I(4iniattre coe,, al cable with I
r~onnoctor) 1rto It§ female re#e+Po.le on
the a•de of the br"edbC4Ard chas1is. I
(Circuit diagram in App+ndix B.)
(c) Plug the tent.i second digital timer into I
its rece•ctecle on the celebrating circuit
chassis and turn the ti-er switch ON
(the one on the timer itself). I
(d) Connect the constant voltage tupply to
the calibration chassis, turn the supply
ON and set the voltage at about 3T V.
Ie) Connect the digital voltmeter to the black/
reen terminals on the 4allbretion chassis. !
et the voltmeter to redd 4 noffOinl I V
and turn the power ON.
S.tU_. On the calibr3tion chassis, set the double pole I
double throw switch to the dummy resistor position and close the
momentary contact switch. Verify that che seconds timer cuts on I
and off properly when the ,nomenttry contact switch is depressed.
With this switch ON, adjust the power supply voltage so the volt- I
meter reads very close to 1 V (this make% the dummy resistor
current 0.1 A). I
Step 3. Reset the timer to zero and switch the double pole
double throw switch to the bomb resistor position.
The Calibration Run I
Unlike the initiator tests, It is not necessary to change the
calorimeter water between runs. Therefore one run may be begun
immediately following the preceding one. A waiting period of about
15 minutes after beginning the stirring is rc.quired to stabilize
the temperature conditions, After that, the itiltial run requires
18 minutes as follows: 6 min constant temperature rise, 6 min
energy pulse detection, and 6 min new constant temperature rise.
t wi l Ig q @e4e#try to take teoempeovs e reatinge to U,001 OC
at toe times (in m$'vtyto) fhaicts4* by *t'e tv~scrlpto botowi
TOO 1s, T66 T12, TIS, Tjj_, T24, T219 T)Ot T)Sl etC.
tg.•.. !h@ (cIrror, WhI*h wia %tsrto * #seller, should be
allowed to run at leait 10 mlhvtks fo ''wing the time the trafs-
doicer power was turned ON, Thl % establisheS reasonably un form
condi tions.
IWAL., Start tre timer and read the temperature, This is T0 ,
Read the temperatute agesi thr#ev mnutes later. This is T3 6 Note
the difference, T 3- T0 '
$Ij.. When the timer indicates OxI minutes, read T6 and note
the differ4rce T64'r'3' 11F T6 T3 differs f-om T3 -T 0 by 0.001 CO or
less, depress the momentary contact switci on the calibration
chassis to begin thOe heating pulse to the bomh within 10 seconds
of T6 . If the difference Is more than 0.001 CO, reset the tireor
and start temperature readings over.
$tee4_. Read and record the !'gital voltmeter reading as often
as convenient but at lea,.t once every 15 or 20 seconds, more
frequently if it changes more than 0.001 V.
Step 5 . After 67 ,:o 70 seconds energy pulse duration, release
the momentary contact ,witch and record the indicated time to the
nearest 0.03 sec. RESET the timer to zero. To reset timers using
electrical reset, throw the double pole double throw switch to the
dummy resistor position.
Sten_6. Continue to read temperatures at 12, 15, and 18 minutes.
These are TI2, TIe, and TI 8 . The largest part of the total tempera-
ture rise should be over by 12 minutes.
W11 %ON r0014k T11 41X 17plt41N((SN "
7 w
10604101tt coftflhufs At It It wCot OMIT?[).
Yh 1 it Pvut, I1 *e, it it now tomplote, Tho0 n4Mt ron eay bo
t',,r ftedl" im.4Vtl ! Cftti ee ar hotk4 o" t.mo proviogo date ore
4v$t0b4 to vorify lhet t1,@ temp0e¢tre ri, 14. refisbning constant
06 efolows:
ho..i14 be within 0.001 V' of T1 9eT 1 2. In
ce~q aeses this MOy be *s MuO 6s 0,002 V'. CheCk
to F.O that the h@#t lot,%#$ or goinS 4re nearly
equa1 before and after firing by climputIng TIs*T 12
and T6 -TO, Th•ese should be nearly equal but in no
cose differ by more thon 0,004 C.
t,_ At 18 minutes, depress the momontary -.ontact switch
to begin a second heat pulso to the bomb.
St ep 8. Record the aigital voltmeter reading at least every
15 to 20 seconds.
S•tL. After 67 to 70 seconds, release the m'wimentary contact
switch and record the time to the n!arest 0.03 sec. PISET the
timer to zero.
Step 10. ContInue to read temperatures it 24, V, ,)nd 30
minutes. These are T2 4 , T1 7 , and T3 0 . The largest part of the
total temperature rise should be over by 12 minutes.
St.ep .1.1. Continue sequence for successive runb until 12 runs
have been cumpleted,
Stern 12. Use the Wheatstone bridge to remeasurie the resistancre.
if it has changed as much as 2 ohms from its earlier value, the
acrylic coating has probably deteriorated and the data shoild he
discarded.
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OJ. he appeient temP4Vtur# HiAo 4% tIt".T 6 for the first
rus, for tho %econd run it It T24 -Y1 then 13 6 " Y 3 0 , etc. CompuLe
this rise for each ran,
•-Ji,, Check on the temperature gradients within the caWor"me',er
or the linearity of the heat losses or gains ai; follows:
TgoT 0 Should be within 0.001 C' of T6 -T 3 . Also T1 8 -T 1 5 should
be with',in 0.001 CO of T1 5 -T 1 2 , The same comparison should be made
between T3 0 -T 2 7 and T2 7 -T 2 4 , etc. Some of these differences may be
as much as 0.002 C", but if any are more than this* the preceding
run must be discarded from further calculations.
ISte.. Check to see that the heat losses or gains are nearly
equal bfofrQ arid al'ter a run. Compare T18- T12 with T6 -T 0 ard
ST3 0 -T 2 4 with ' 1 8 -T, 2 , etc. These should be nearly equal but in no
case differ by more than O.0C4 CO. If the difference is more than
0.006 CO. discard the run in question.
ltep.. The true temperature rise is the apparent rise minus
the correction. For the first ruin the correction is T18 -T 2, for
the second run the cor-re.-tion is T3 0 -T 4 , for the third it is
T42-T36, etc. Compute all of the true temperature rises for runs
chat passea the earlier tests.
Step 5. Average the digital voltmeter readings for each run.
Divide the average voltage in volts by 10.00 to cbtain the average
cuirrent in amperes. Note that these values should not differ greatly
if the power supply was functioning properly.
Step 6. Compute the heat released in calories for each pulse
by the formula 0.239 RI 2 t. R is the resistance in ohms of the
calibratiog resistor, corrected for the resistance of the lead.;
I is the average current in amperes from Step 5; ard t is tie time
of the pulse in seconds measured to + 0.03 seconds. The factor
0.239 cal/J is a factor to change Joules to calories.
SeppL/. Compute the water equivalent, h, in cdlories per CV
for each run by dividing the heat released for each pulse in calories
by the true temperature rise. in C"
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Statistica: Treatment of Data
Step 1. Average the above 12 values of h and determine the
deviation, di, of each individual reading from the average.
Step 2. Square each deviation and average the squares. This
number is a2 and is called the variance.
Step 3. Take the square root of the variance to obtain a,
the standard deviation.
Step4. If a is greater than 1% of the mean value of h the
data shows excessive scatter and the calibration should probably
be repeated.
Step 5. Had a very large number (several hundred) runs been
made the expected standard deviation of the mean, am, for this
large group is given by am = a/\'FNwhere N is the number of runs
in the group.
No te: Because the above runs were all done without a change
of calorimeter water, the above i does not contain an
allowance for inaccuracies in measuring the water. When
groups of runs are done using a chinge of water, the standard
deviations for each group may be averaged to obtain a a
which does allow for this latter inaccuracy.
References:
Young, Hugh D.: Statistical Treatment of Experimental
Data. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1962.
Bevington, Philip R.: Data Reduction and Error Analysis
for the Physical Science. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1969.
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CHANGES IN PROCEDURE FOR ALTERNATE CALIBRATION METHOD - CAPACITOR
DISCHARGE
The following procedure is based on that for the RJ2 t method.
Only the altered steps in that method are detailed below. A
different calibrating circuit chassis is used. See circuit diagram
in Appendix B.
Preparing the Circuitry
Step 1.
(c) Omit
'd) Connect the constant voltage supply (or battery
capable of supplying 100 volts at about 2 A) to
the calibration chassis and set the voltage at
about 100 V.
,•) Connect the digital voltmeter to the "Read
Resistance" terminals. Set the voltmeter to
read a nominal 100 V and turn the power ON.
S'eA .. On the calibration chassis, set one of the DPDT switches
to "Of " a, d the other to "Chg".
Step 3. Omit
The Calibration Run
Step 3. No change except replace deprtess the momentaty contact
switch by thtow the DPDT switch 6ftom 'Chg' to 'Dischg', rLead the
voltmeter, and tecotd as V. Throw the othet DPVT switch fjtom 'OFF'
to 'Bomb' on the calibration ....
Step 4. Omit
Step 5. When the voltmeter reads about 70 V, throw the DPDT
switch from "Bomb" to "OFF", Note and record the voltmeter reading
as a tentative value, VF'.
Step 5L e). About 10 or 15 minutes later again record the
voltmeter reading as the final value, VF* This will be a volt or
two higher than VF' above due to the dielectric absorption effect.
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The Calculations
Step 6. Replace the 0,239 R12t by 0.239 C (VC2 -_U)
Note: The time delay in Step 5A makes this calibration
method longer since the capacitor must be allowed to
recharge following the wait and reading of Step 5A.
.1
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APPENDIX F
HEAT TRANSFERS - Temperature
Depen•dent and Non-Temperature Dependent
The ory
In Sec. 5 it was indicated that small quantities of heat could
produce noticeable effects in the measurement of the nominal 50
calories from the initiator. Such zmall transfers were attributed
to two broad classes; temperature dependent and non-temperature
dependent.
Temperature Let :D (T-T)
Dependent dtR
Non-TemPerature Let dd = N
Dependent dt
Transfer tc = h dT
Water and Bomb dt dt
where dQ/dt = Time rate of heat transfer into the calorimeter
system
dT/dt = Time rate of increase of calorimeter water
temperature
D = The constant related to all temperature
dependent terms
N = The constant related to all non-temperature
dependent terms
h = Water equivalent of bomb, water, and calorimeter
TR = Ambient temperature (Room) of calorimeter
surroundings
T = Calorimeter water. temperature
S= Initial calorimeter water temperature
Combining terms,
dT dh 0- f - D (TR-T) + N (1)
The 1e4400wre depoenldnt ,erm, 0 - r~preft.l a I
"Ij, , nj o, terms alu, to ConatiioA, convecti on eon r4diatioo,
all of Which Aiay be reprl~snt4d by a 1'&flstdnt times a temperature
differance bol.woan the system and Its srrourdlngs.
The non-temperat.rq dependent term, H1, eepresents a "Iumping"
of term% due to viscous frict 4 on from stirring the water, bearing
friction (wh 4 ch changes witr oelt tension and increases at lower
temperatures due to stiffening of the lubricant), and transducer
power. All of these represent heat "generated" from electrical
or mechanical energy at a rate not depending on the temperature
(except for the effect due to cold lubricant).
Evaluation of Heat Transfer Terms
Eq. (1) is based on an assumption that the heat transfer paths
and thermal gradients have beer established for a sufficient time
that a negligible amount of the dQ/dt term is being utilized to
produce the gradient or to heat the insulating portions of the
calorimeter. This near equilibrium condition is called quasi-
equilibrium or quasi-steady state, For this system experimental
evidence indicates this condition obtains after 15 to 25 minutes
while true equilibrium is not reached for 15 to 25 hours.
Data was obtained during quasi-steady state conditions for
temperature vs time over a wide range of temperature differences,
TR-T. If the slope, dT/dt, was constant for about fiv,. minutes
or more and if the water had been well stirred for 15 to 25 minutes,
it was evident that quasi-steady conditions existed. See typical
curves in Fig, 11 of Sec. 6.2 for these constant slope regions.
A plot of dT/dt vs TR-T was needed to experimentally verify
Eq. (1). Data was not taken specifically for this plot shown in
Fig. 14. Instead, data from, numerous other tests wa3 used, much
of it being for preliminary calibration runs and therefore clustered
near room temperatare, Well over one hundred data points are shown
covering circumstances such as:
(a) Transducer power ON and OFF
(b) Belt tension low, moderate and high
14
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(c) Ambient temperatures form -200C to ÷30*C
(d) Rbpid changes of rom (ambiont) temperature due to
heaters, radiators and 01r ronditioners
(e) Addition of direct conducting paths such as thermometer
probe.s, stirrer shaft, and cables
Fig. 14 should be straight line if Eq. (1) is true. The slope of
this line Is 0, the temperature dependent constant, and the "y
irtercept" is N, the non-temperature dependent constant.
0 should depund primarily on the calorimeter construction and
should be almost constant for all tests shown. On the other hand,
N should vary primarily according to belt tension although some
tests were done without the transducer, which also has an effect.
Changes of D will be seen as a change of slope while an increase of
N will move the curve of Fig. 14 to the left but remaining parallel
to the line shown.
All the data was shown even though there were differing condi-
tions in some tests in order to show the general agreement with
Eq. (1). The line selected was a best estimate for moderate belt
tension with transducer power on.
The points on Fig. 14 denoted by an X were obtained from a
test in a freezer with large temperature differences. To secure
values of dT/dt, a plot of T vs t was drawn and the slopes from
this plot were measured. The pairs of data points are due to the
slope remaining constant for periods of 20 to 60 minutes while the
temperature difference was two substantially different: values at
the ends of the interval.
The equation of the experimentally obtained line in Fig. 14 is:
dT = 1.86 (TR-T) * 4.4 using units of Fig. 14
= 0.00186 (TR-T) + 0.0044 deg/min
dT . DNdt (T-T) + N Eq. (1)dt h
!j
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Solving for 0 and N us."g h - 284 cal/C°
0 - 284 x 0.00186 = 0.53 Ccal• ' rain
N - 284 x 0.0044 = 1.25 cal/min
These values are probably accurate to + 20% depending on the judg-
ment used in selecting the best fitting line in Fig. 14.
Equilibrium Temperature
It is desirable that determinations of these small quantities
of heat be done near dT/dt = 0 to balance, as nearly as possible,
the heat gains and losses. Eq. (1) predicts the equilibrium
temperature difference as
0 = D (TR-T) + N
TR-T = - N/D
T-TR = N/D = 0.0044/0.00186 = 2.4 CO
This is also indicated graphically in Fig. 14 by the X-axis intercept.
Transducer Power
A communication from the transducer manufacturer indicates the
rate of energy generation is
P = V1 = 11 x 0.004 = 0.044 j/sec
= 0.0105 cal/sec = 0.631 cal/min
Stirrer and Bearing Friction Power
Subtracting P above from N above gives:
N-P = 1.25 - 0.63 = 0.62 cal/min
It would therefore appear that about equal amounts of electrical
power (from the transducer) and mechanical power (from frictional
and viscous effects) are converted to heat.
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Calorimeter Thermal Time Constant
Integration of Eq. (') yields:
dT o
D(TR-T)+;N J h
0 0
D(TR-r) + N Dt
In _ To = -
D (TR-T) + N = [D (TR-To) + N] e"Dt/h (2)
This is an exponential as is common for many systems approaching
equilibrium. If N/D << (TR-T) then Eq. (2) reduces to
T -T = (T-T eDt/h
or AT = Tmax et/h
indicating that a temperature difference plotted on a logaritnmic
scale versus time should be linear, having a time constant T = h/D.
N/D = Equilibrium Temperature = 2.4 C0
h/D = I/0-00186 = 538 min = 9.0 hr
The above calculations are verified by Fig. 15 which is a
plot of the logarithm of (TR-T)/(TR-To) vs time. The'data wis
taken by placing the calorimeter inside a freezer maintained near
-170C. The calorimeter water was initially at 24 0 C so the condi-
tion n/D << TR-T is reasonably fulfilled (2.4 << 41). Initially,
points did not fall on the line until quasi-steady state was
reached. As the calorimeter temperature dropped, the final points
did not fall on the line probably because at these temperatures
(7%C) the approximation was poorer (2.4 << 24). The break in the
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intermediate points was caused by a temporary failure of the freezer
thermostat resulting in a change of ambient from -17 0 C to -20 0 C over
a 40 minute period after which the -17°C ambient tas restored.
The slopes on either side of this break are equal and have a
value of 0.00196 min-I yielding a time constant uf 510 min or 8.5
hrs which agrees well with the previous value of h/D of 9.0 hrs.
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Appendix G
Calibration of Bomb Calorimeter at Harry Diamond Laboratories
Data taken during calibration of the bomb calorimeter at the H, ry Diamond
Laboratories is shown below. Table 1 shows data for 14 runs without changing water.
Table 2 shows data for 3 runs in which the water was changed each time.
During each run, the room temperature varied by about 0.2 to 0.50C. The max-
imum measured room temperature was 24.3330C, and the minimum was 23.7470C during
the 14 run sequence. The water temperature was therefore 40 to 60C above room
temperature instead of the 1.80c value recommended by VMIRL, but this did not
appear to affect the accuracy of the experiment, although the higher temperature
did cause large negative slopes in the time-temperature curves. For the three
runs in which thv water was changed, the water temperature was about 20 C above
room temperature, as showo in Table 2.
The i14 run sequence had 12 usable calibrations which produced a water equiv-
alent of 284.3 caJ/Co with a a of 2.2q cal/C° or 0.80%. When this value is used
with the data for the 3 runs in which the water was changed, a total of 4 runs
were made with different water samples, and the water equivalent for the four runs
is 284.75 cal/C0 with a aof 2.05 or 0.72%. The data obtained was therefore in
good agreement with the capabilities of the calorimeter as reported by VMIRL.
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